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About Your Instructor:
Lisa Robbin Young
Creator: DirectSalesClassroom.com 
Direct Sales Speaker, Coach & Trainer

Lisa Robbin Young began her direct sales career more than 
15 years ago and failed her way to the top. Early attempts at 
using the Internet to grow her business met with incredible 
resistance, and yielded hundreds of dollars in sales each 
month. That was before web browsers and blogging.

Today you'll find Lisa coaching and training direct sellers around the world as they 
grow their business like a real business. Lisa has worked with Network Marketing 
and Party Plan consultants from companies as diverse as Lia Sophia, Bodega 
Chocolates, Tupperware, The Body Shop at Home, Gold Canyon Candles, Partylite, 
Longaberger, Xango, Pampered Chef, Thirty-One Gifts, Tahitian Noni, Avon, 
Waiora, Unicity, Ardyss, and more.

With a knack for pin-pointing trouble and brainstorming solutions that today's 
direct sales consultants need to thrive, Lisa has built an online classroom for 
every level of direct sales success. Direct Sales Classroom hosts thousands of 
consultants each month from around the world, providing how-to strategies that 
work in today's tough, competitive market.

In addition to founding #dstips on Twitter, Lisa also publishes the popular and 
highly recommended PartyOn! A weekly ezine for direct sales professionals. Get 
your free business building tips at http://www.HomePartySolution.com.

http://search.twitter.com/search?q=dstips
http://www.HomePartySolution.com/
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Direct Sales 102: Income Producing Activities
Lesson 4 –  The Success Equation

I know what you're thinking.

“Oh no! Not more numbers!!”

Relax. This equation is pretty easy. In fact, when I first learned it, I felt like I was memorizing one of 
those funky long-distance dialing codes.

10-10-3-7-70

It's not a long distance number. It's the equation I've used for the past few years to bring my own 
financial house in order.

Obviously, all the numbers, added together equal 100, and that's 100 percent of your income, so it 
stands to reason then, that each number represents a certain percentage of your income. So let's break it 
down.

10% / 10% – Give Spiritually & Pay Yourself First

We've previously talked about tithing, and giving a portion of your income away, so why am I telling 
you to pay yourself first? Because most people are even less likely to save money than they are to give 
it to a church or other worthy cause.

This was a struggle in my own home for years. My husband and I would go round and round about 
tithing and saving. He had no problem building up a financial cushion, and I had no problem tithing. 
But it was hard for me to save anything, and he always felt we couldn't afford to give anything away.

The Faith Crisis

We were both right – and we were both wrong. We had fallen into the Faith Crisis. Ultimately, we both 
had to surrender our fear and trust the process. I won't speak for my husband, but I'll tell you that for 
me, this was a difficult process.

I had to examine what it was that was keeping me from saving for myself. I had NO problem at all 
putting money into the children's accounts, buying necessities for the family – or even going out to 
dinner. So long as I was spending money on or for other people, I was content. But the minute I started 
putting money in the bank for myself, all kinds of anxiety came up. I had bills to pay that I could put 
that money toward, instead of saving it. I could buy the kids new shoes. I could, I could, I could, I 
could do anything except take care of myself.

It took many weeks of journaling, and healing that part of my spirit that needed to be loved. I needed to 
recognize that I was just as valuable as any other person in the family. In fact, it's where I first 
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discovered the principle that I teach in many of the 100 level courses: that you are worth $500 an hour 
– minimum – and you need to treat yourself that way. It's not about arrogance. It's not about denying 
your family or not paying your bills. Simply put, saving money is a way to honor and respect yourself. 
When you create a savings plan and stick to it, you are honoring YOU. And you deserve to be honored, 
if for no other reason than you are a living, breathing human being. And there are many other reasons 
to honor yourself:

• Because you work hard
• Because you've invested a lot in your family, and where would they be without you?
• Because you care for your children, your spouse, your loved ones
• Because you take care of your home and your car, so why not you?

And these small examples pale in comparison to the many examples you can probably come up with 
for yourself. So I encourage you to start to list out the reasons why you deserve to save for your own 
future. And when you're tempted to NOT save, go back to that list and remember your value.

When I talk about the Faith Crisis, it is closely related to the Paradox of Financial Success we talked 
about earlier. Remember the visual I shared in the quick start video? If we hold on too tightly, the flow 
is restricted. If we hold on too loosely, everything flows away from us. We need a comfortable grip- 
like on the stem of a wine glass. And when the glass is empty, we need to be willing to release the glass 
to take up a new one – one that is better for us, and full of blessings for us.

I know this sounds a little airy fairy, but humor me for a minute longer. Because part two of the 
Paradox of Financial Success is that giving opens the flow. When we're clenching, we have to open our 
hand and give. That means not just giving to other people, but giving to ourselves.

And that was incredibly hard for me to grasp. I still have to remind myself some days to accept gifts 
from others – and to give to myself.

Yes, there's a fine line between lavishing on ourselves and giving as a way of honoring. We don't want 
to be gluttonous. Still, when we don't give to ourselves at all, we run the risk of living incredibly dry 
and stingy lives.

It also means giving spiritually. Whether you tithe, or volunteer, the act of giving from your spirit is 
actually a spoke on the Sales Cycle that we talk about in Direct Sales 104. When you are giving to 
others, people notice – without you having to do or say anything. People are drawn to you and want to 
do business with you. We don't give to get, though. We give because it's the right thing to do. It's an 
intention in our spirit.

We've talked about tithing, but this isn't just about tithing – it's about giving of your spirit. As I 
mentioned before, my husband and I were at odds on this issue – so I didn't push it with him, because I 
believe you have to give willingly – your intention determines the outcome in many cases – and no 
place is that more true than in your giving. How many times have you offered to volunteer your time,
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talent, services, or money to a project, thinking it would be a great way to get something in return? And 
how many times did that come back to bite you?

Can you think of times when you just stepped in to volunteer because you felt like you needed to, like 
it was the right thing to do, with no expectation of reward or compensation, and then got all kinds of 
blessings heaped on you? That's what I'm talking about. Giving spiritually isn't something that should 
be forced. 

If you're not convinced of it, I encourage you to give it an earnest attempt for 30 days. If you're still not 
convinced, then don't so it. Add that money to your savings or make a habit of doing random acts of 
kindness with the money.

As I said before, for a long time, I was the tither, my husband was the saver. It all comes out in the 
wash in the end, but our relationship – and our financial situation – improved greatly when we both 
were saving and giving spiritually.

3% - 7%- Personal Development & Celebration

These two categories are interchangeable, and some people opt to switch the numbers around, 
depending on their financial situation.

As a business owner – heck as a human being – we all have a desire to improve ourselves. Direct 
Sellers attend national conferences, sales training, and other events to improve your business acumen. 
You take courses like this one. You invest in your success.

But you also need to have what my mom called “some walkin' around money” - where you can 
celebrate life a little. Maybe splurge on a pair of shoes that you really want, but aren't part of the 
regular budget. Or to take the kids on a trip or to a movie. Or to take your loved one out for a special 
dinner to celebrate a promotion, or other milestone. Too often, we try to eke this money out of our 
budgets, only to find out we don't have it to spend – which is incredibly frustrating.

Setting aside a specific amount of your income, and dedicating it to these two areas prevents you from 
feeling deprived, while encouraging you to do your best. It's like a built in incentive program for your 
business. The more you earn, the more you can invest in programs like this, or to lavish yourself and 
your family for a job well done.

If you're just getting started in your business, I encourage you to set aside 7% for personal 
development, and 3% for celebration – and gradually reverse those numbers as your income increases. 
For one thing, when you're just getting started, there are simply more things you need to learn, and the 
right training can shorten your learning curve dramatically. Besides, once you're earning multiple six 
figures, you don't need to spend $20,000 a year on personal development! Use that money to celebrate 
with your family and friends!

What's the point of having money if you can't enjoy it and share it with others?
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70% - Live Below Your Means

Why 70%? Practically speaking, it's a good idea to live below your means, but from an insurance 
perspective, if something were to happen to you, disability insurance only pays about 67-70% of your 
gross income. Plus, if you're one of the lucky ones that can collect a pension or social security in the 
future, it will only amount to about 70% of your current living wage. So why not start there now 
instead of being surprised if and when you find yourself on a fixed income in the future?

This has always struck me as ironic – because just as life is getting more expensive with doctor visits 
and medical bills, and the cost of living continues to rise, only now are you being told “surprise, now 
you have to manage all of this on just 70% of what you used to make, but the good news is that you 
don't have to work any more!”

Um, no thanks. I'd rather create my own cushion and get used to living on less now, so that when I'm 
old and grey I can enjoy the autumn and winter of my life without trying to figure out where the 
money's going to come from to keep me out of the poor house.

 Everything else you spend money on – daily living expenses, car repairs, the grocery budget – this is 
where it comes from. If you're like me and my husband were, I can hear you squealing now – “LISA! I 
can barely pay the bills as it is! Now you want me to live on even less?”

Yes, and no. What I want is for you to get to the point where living on 70% or less of your income is 
effortless. It takes a while, it doesn't happen over night. Right now, if you're spending 101% of your 
income just to pay bills, you may not think it's possible.

But it can be done.

Living Above The Line

Financial pro and radio host Dave Ramsey talks about a concept he calls living “above the line.”  This, 
to me, is a classic example of The Faith Crisis meeting Divine Intervention. Dave tells a story of when 
he was up to his eyeballs in debt, and he and his wife sat down, listed out all their bills and prorated 
their income to each bill collector. When they ran out of money, they drew a line and those folks didn't 
get any money that month.

It's a hard, difficult choice to make, but they did it – and they paid themselves and their church first. If 
you find yourself needing to draw a line, speak to a financial counselor and get help so that you're not 
navigating the financial waters alone. I had to file bankrupcty many years ago, and it was the coldest, 
loneliest experience of my life. But I survived. And you can too. In fact, financial hardship – if that's 
where you're at – can actually be a blessing, because it forces you to be more resourceful, more 
creative, and look for better, less expensive ways of making things happen.

I wrote Home Party Solution because I needed a no-cost way to build my own direct sales business 
online. I learned all the free and cheap ways do to it, then I created a book that's helped thousands of 
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consultants over the years. I was broke, and up to my own eyeballs in debt at the time. If I can come 
out of it, so can you, with patience and sticking to a plan you can live with.

For those of you not starting quite so close to scratch, implementing the 10-10-3-7-70 equation should 
only take a few months to complete. Some people just jump in cold turkey, but most start by saving for 
themselves, setting a 7% budget for training, and then work out the rest as they pay down bills.

I know we're spending a LOT of time looking at bills and debt right now, but my experience has been 
that until you're an advanced leader in your direct sales company, debt hounds you. It feels like you just 
got your profit check, and now you're purchasing replacement supplies – and there goes all the profit 
you thought you had! It feels like spinning plates... just as you get one going, another comes crashing to 
the ground.

Building a profitable business in any industry means being clear on where you will and won't spend 
money. Start by applying the 10-10-3-7-70 equation just to your business. Save your profit. Give 
spiritually, invest in training, and celebrate your success. Use the remaining 70% of your profit to “live 
on” in your business – that means paying taxes, hiring help, replenishment of supplies and incentives 
for your team. It all comes out of that 70%. It will also force you to get ruthlessly honest about where 
your money is going in your business. 

Yes, we can have a lot of deductions in our business – particularly if we work from home – but that 
doesn't mean we should have to wait until tax time to enjoy the money we're earning.

The Direct Selling Association reported that in 2008 the average income for a direct seller working 40 
or more hours per week in her business was less than $35,000. That's just about twice the minimum 
wage for working overtime each week. Something's wrong with that number. That's not a profitable 
business. That's someone working way too many hours for a business that has few to no benefits, 
giving up precious time that they could be spend with family and friends. 

If you don't want your business to look like that – or if it already does, and you're ready to change it for 
the better, stick with me. Our next lesson talks more about identifying good and bad debt, as well as 
risks you need to avoid taking in your business if you want to have more profit at the end of each 
month.


